Advanced Learning Program for Year 11 students and parents

Dear Parents and Guardians,

Emmaus College has asked Peak Skills to offer its advanced learning skills program – Elite Skills – to Year 11 students & parents. We will be visiting the school on Monday to talk to the students. We are excited to be given the opportunity to work with you this year.

The Elite Skills program is comprehensive and is suitable for students of ALL ACADEMIC LEVELS. Elite Skills has been carefully planned so that students of all abilities can derive benefit. Elite Skills enhances and builds upon the learning skills that have been taught at the school. It also introduces a set of NEW SKILLS that helps all students to improve their performance. Elite Skills runs over four nights to allow you, the parents, to participate in the learning process with your teenager.

Elite Skills teaches an extensive range of learning skills, as well as important life skills such as time management, stress management and organisational skills. There is something in the program for all students.

Students will use these skills every day from the first session. Feedback from students and parents over the past 20 years reflects the outstanding results students can achieve when they apply the Elite Skills techniques. Schools have tracked student performance after Elite Skills and have been impressed at the impact of Elite Skills on student results.

OUTLINE OF COURSE SKILLS
Elite Skills teaches key skills & strategies:

- Advanced Analytical Skills
- Essay Skills
- Maths Strategies
- Basic & Advanced Note Taking
- Memory Skills
- VCE planning
- Collaborative Learning Strategies
- Revision Strategies
- Accelerated Learning
- Time & Stress Management
- Motivation
- Organisation & Planning

Here are a few other details you may wish to know:-

- We are available for you and your teen for personalised consultations free of charge even after the program.
- Parental attendance is compulsory. Parents attend FREE. Siblings & other students may not be substituted for parents. There is a charge for siblings, but this is a reduced fee.
- EACH PERSON needs to bring a clipboard or folder to rest their work on as well as a 4 coloured pen. (This includes parents)
- We can reduce, defer or waive fees if you require financial assistance. We can do alternative programs should times not suit. Phone us directly at 03 9774 8866 to book your teen in today.

Yours faithfully,
David Morrissey & Rhonda Morrissey for Peak Skills

Phone 03 9774 8866

This letter has been sent directly to you by your school. At no time has Peak Skills had access to your personal details.
A FEW TESTIMONIALS

“Over the past three weeks our family had the opportunity to experience a life changing presentation that will stay with us as a point of reference for the rest of our lives. The wisdom and passion with which you both presented the course, combined with the invaluable contents of the course, left a lasting impression on all of us. I can only wish that as many as possible parents and children will have the opportunity to share in this experience in the future”

H. Blakely Parent

“I was a B level student when I attended the Peak Skills course. The Peak Skills course showed me how to spend much more time on my sport and still achieve the very high marks I needed for my course. I topped my school in English, Physics, Chemistry, Specialist Maths and was equal top in Maths Methods.

I was dux of my school and my ATAR put me in the top 1% of the State and allowed me to gain entrance into Medicine. I believe the “Peak Skills” course was the major factor in my dramatic improvement.”

P. Abdul Student

“My son Matthew has generally been disorganized, disinterested and unmotivated in relation to his schoolwork. I had tried to assist him overcome these problems but my efforts were in vain. I heard about “Peak Skills” and sent Matthew to the course. I have been genuinely surprised at the results your course has produced. Matthew is now motivated on a sustained basis and focuses on his schoolwork in a way he has not previously done. He is happier and is averaging A’s and B’s.”

J. West Parent & School Principal

“I had completed my Science degree at Melbourne Uni before transferring across to Veterinary Science. The volume of work was mind blowing. I found that for every page of work that I had had to memorise in Science there were now eight. I worked all night every night until 1am in the morning and then all weekend but just couldn’t cope. Then my father sent me along for a Peak Skills one on one. The high speed - high volume learning strategies that I learned not only saved my course but they got my life back.’

L. Wilson Uni student

“Three of my children have done your course so far. The first got 96 in VCE. The second got 97 and the third got 98. I am putting my fourth through this year as a year 11 student. It’s simply a fantastic program for all teenagers who want to build a career.”

M. Higgins Parent

“I was getting more and more worried about my work each day. I just want to tell you that I just seem to get through my work a lot easier now. My marks have gone up and I am not so stressed.”

S. Lee Student

“Just a short note to say “thank you “ so very much for the one-on-one service you provided when we couldn’t make the school program. The day was fantastic. The best thing we have ever done together.”

C. Stokes Parent

“We appreciate the time you spent with Jordan and the family while he worked out his subjects and learning strategies for VCE. Being able to discuss progress with us as he went made all the difference to our family. We all learned a lot about how to get the best results.”

T. Bunton Parent

ABOUT US

Peak Skills is a small, family owned business that works specifically with Learning and Personal Development and Health in Schools, Communities & Business. We are interested in you and developing your potential. Peak Skills dedicates itself to providing great information, strategies and techniques for success. Over 90 Victorian Secondary Schools and Colleges have experienced the Peak Skills Program. Peak Skills has devise programs for schools, business & University Groups. Many schools ask Peak Skills to return year after year because their student and parent groups continue to derive great benefit.

Peak Skills presents the following topics:-

For Schools:
* Learning for Senior Students
* Why Can’t I Get the Marks I Deserve?
* Incredible Me
* Parenting for Learning
* Stress Management
* Strategies for VCE Plans
* Feeling Better About Myself
* Elite Learning Skills
* Focus on Reading
* Keeping Up to Date
* Planning My Day

For Business:
* Bullying is Everyone’s Business
* Improving Self Esteem
* Creating a Great Team
* Living Happily
* Stress Management
* Other topics and programs to meet your specific needs
* Feeling Better about Myself
* Health Issues in the Workplace

As well as presenting to groups, Peak Skills conducts individual consultations, mentoring, small group consultations and client-specific programs. We are happy to work with you to achieve your desired outcome